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a b s t r a c t
Liquid crystals constitute a fascinating class of soft condensed matter characterized by the counterin-
tuitive combination of ﬂuidity and long-range order. Today they are best known for their exceptionally
successful application in ﬂat panel displays, but they actually exhibit a plethora of unique and attractive
properties that offer tremendous potential for fundamental science as well as innovative applications
well beyond the realm of displays. Today this full breadth of the liquid crystalline state of matter is
becoming increasingly recognized and numerous new and exciting lines of research are being opened up.
We review this exciting development, focusing primarily on the physics aspects of the new research
thrusts, in which liquid crystals e thermotropic as well as lyotropic e often meet other types of soft
matter, such as polymers and colloidal nano- or microparticle dispersions. Because the ﬁeld is of large
interest also for researchers without a liquid crystal background we begin with a concise introduction to
the liquid crystalline state of matter and the key concepts of the research ﬁeld. We then discuss
a selection of promising new directions, starting with liquid crystals for organic electronics, followed by
nanotemplating and nanoparticle organization using liquid crystals, liquid crystal colloids (where the
liquid crystal can constitute either the continuous phase or the disperse phase, as droplets or shells) and
their potential in e.g. photonics and metamaterials, liquid crystal-functionalized polymer ﬁbers, liquid
crystal elastomer actuators, ending with a brief overview of activities focusing on liquid crystals in
biology, food science and pharmacology.
 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It is almost 125 years since the Prague scientist Friedrich Rein-
itzer in1888observedacuriousbehaviorwithdoublemeltingpoints
of cholesterol benzoate, a discovery that today is widely recognized
as the birth of liquid crystal science. The discovery and the new area
of research that it triggered, engaging physicists and chemists
around the world, remained of almost pure academic interest for
some 75 years, until the idea occurred to utilize the simplest liquid
crystal phase e the nematic e in display devices [1]. The impact of
this idea was hardly clear at the time, but today we can look back at
the development of liquid crystal displays (LCDs) and conclude that
this application of the curious materials that liquid crystals consti-
tute have entirely revolutionized our society. The explosive progress
in display design and construction havemade old-style cathode ray
tube displays dinosaurs, and it has made possible a number of
entirely new devices such as smart phones, laptop and tablet
computers, digital projectors and dynamic information billboards.
When the promise of liquid crystal displays became clear in the
1970s this stimulated great activity among academic and industrial
researchers alike, and for quite a long time this single application
strongly dominated the international research efforts in the ﬁeld. As
a result of this long engagement, stimulated by the commercial
success, liquid crystal display technology is today so advanced that
the continued research and development is conducted primarily in
industry labs. Academic liquid crystal sciencehas, in contrast, during
the last few years shown a clear trend of moving away from display
research and instead focusing on topics that can be very different
and inmany respects evenmore stimulating [2], for instance in new
uses in optics, nano-/micro manipulation, novel composites and
biotechnology. The academic research ﬁeld is presently experi-
encing a very creative and explorative phase, giving the ﬁeld
a rebirth into ametamorphosed state inwhich other unique aspects
of liquid crystals are brought forward and where the curious liquid
crystalline states of matter are studied in new contexts.
In their encounter with other very relevant ﬁelds of soft matter
science, most conspicuously the science of polymers, colloids,
nanotechnology and biotechnology, highly interesting and attrac-
tive research ﬁelds are emerging, many with considerable potential
for applications of entirely new kinds. The unique subtle balance
between order and ﬂuidity that characterizes liquid crystals is not
only deeply fascinating from a scientiﬁc point of view, but it gives
rise to a broad range of spectacular phenomena that are far from
fully explored. It is the aim of this review article to give a snapshot
of the exciting development that the ﬁeld is currently experiencing,
with an emphasis on the physics and materials science issues
involved. The recent developments of liquid crystal chemistry
(which are also very impressive and innovative) have been
reviewed elsewhere, see e.g. [3e12]. We have tried to give a bird’s
eye view of the most exciting current activities in liquid crystal-
related nano-, micro- and biotechnology not related to displays or
similar electrooptic devices, providing also a critical analysis of the
key outstanding challenges in each ﬁeld. Since the topics covered
are highly interdisciplinary and thus of interest also to readers
outside the liquid crystal community we begin with a very
condensed introduction to liquid crystals with explanations of the
key concepts (an extended version can be found in one of the
authors’ habilitation thesis [13]), allowing also non-liquid crystal
experts to enjoy the science described in the following chapters.
2. Liquid crystals in a nutshell
2.1. Two liquid crystal classes, many liquid crystal phases
What makes liquid crystals unique is that they are ﬂuids, yet
they exhibit long-range order: either the orientation or position, or
both, of the phase building blocks are correlated over a long
distance. In the nematic phase (abbreviated N) the long-range
order is of purely orientational type: the anisometric building
blocks (often rods or discs) are roughly oriented along one and the
same direction, referred to as the director (abbreviated n), as
illustrated in Fig. 1. In the absence of aligning forces the director
varies smoothly throughout a nematic sample without discrete
changes (except in defects), hence one often speaks of the director
ﬁeld n(r), where r is the space coordinate.
Two main classes of liquid crystal exist. Thermotropic liquid
crystals are built up by individual molecules and no further
Fig. 1. Cartoon of a nematic phase built from rod-shaped building blocks, drawn with
a vertical director n. From [13].
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molecular species (speciﬁcally solvent molecules) are required for
the liquid crystal phase formation. Temperature is the fundamental
thermodynamic control parameter determining the phase, the two
key temperature values being those deﬁning the beginning and end
of liquid crystalline order, the melting point Tm from the crystalline
solid and the clearing point Tc into an isotropic liquid. The clearing
point owes its name to the fact that a bulk liquid crystal scatters
light, whereas the isotropic liquid is clear. Because of their inter-
mediate state between solids and liquids, liquid crystals are
sometimes referred to as mesomorphic systems and molecules or
other entitites (nanoparticles, molecule aggregates, .) capable of
forming liquid crystal phases are called mesogens or said to be
mesogenic. In addition to anisometry, mesogenicity among ther-
motropic molecules has its origin in a combination of a stiff core
(often a linear or circular arrangement of aromatic rings) and
ﬂexible terminal chains, generally aliphatic hydrocarbons, cf. the
examples in Fig. 2.
Lyotropic liquid crystals form only upon addition of a solvent,
most often water. Moreover, the building block of a lyotropic phase
is often not one but many molecules (typically on the order of 100),
organized into an aggregate called a micelle. The micelle formation
is a result of the amphiphilic character of the constituentmolecules,
generally surfactants, cf. the an-, cat- and nonionic examples in
Fig. 2def, respectively. Micelles, in which the amphiphiles are
organized with the non-polar tails inwards, thus protected from
water contact by the outwards-directed polar head groups, start
forming beyond a limiting amphiphile concentration called the
Critical Micelle Concentration, abbreviated CMC. Typical CMC values
lie in the 1e10 mM range (about 0.01e0.1 wt.%). The CMC does not
constitute the onset of liquid crystalline order: themicellar phase in
the vicinity of the CMC and quite a substantial regime beyond is
isotropic in all properties. Another very important example of
amphiphiles forming liquid crystals, although generally not
micelles, is given by the amphiphilic lipids (e.g. phospho-, glyco-
and sphingolipids) that build up the membranes of the cells in our
own bodies. The prototypic phospholipid DMPC is shown as
example in Fig. 2g. Also amphiphlic block co-polymers can form
liquid crystal phases.
Lyotropic liquid crystals can form also by anisometric non-
amphiphilic macromolecules or particles such as viruses or inor-
ganic rods or discs in colloidal suspension. This subclass of lyo-
tropics is attracting increasing interest today [14e21]. Polymers
that form liquid crystals of this type may be synthetic such as
carbon nanotubes or the polyaramide chains that are processed via
a liquid crystalline state into Kevlar ﬁbers, or they may be bio-
logical, e.g. DNA.
The nematic is the simplest liquid crystal phase, exhibiting long-
range orientational but no positional order. If we add 1D positional
order, i.e. a periodic distribution of the molecules along one speciﬁc
direction, we get the so-called smectic (thermotropic) or lamellar
(lyotropic) phases, where the molecules (typically rod-shaped) are
organized into layers. In smectics the degree of positional order is
still not very high and molecules frequently move from one layer to
the next, but in the lamellar phases the amphiphiles build up
bilayers that are separated by an aqueous region that can be much
thicker than the bilayer, making the layering much more distinct.
Within the layers the molecules may be on the average perpen-
dicular to the layers (we call this a smectic-A, or SmA, state for
thermotropics, and an La state for lamellar lyotropics) or they can
be inclined with a certain angle (thermotropic SmC or lyotropic L0b;
the difference between La and L0b however goes far beyond the issue
of molecule tilt [13]).
The next step in long-range positional order in liquid crystal
phases is encountered among the columnar phases, where the
Fig. 2. Some typical rod-shaped thermotropic mesogens (aeb), a classic discotic thermotropic mesogen (c) and four commonly occurring amphiphiles (deg).
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building blocks are positioned on a 2D lattice, but without long-
range positional correlation in the third direction. In the thermo-
tropic case the columnar order is typically formed by discotic
mesogens, the aromatic cores stacking up as in piles of coins, each
pile being located on a point of a lattice that is often hexagonal. In
the lyotropic columnar phases we have ‘inﬁnitely’ long rod-shaped
micelles positionally correlated on a 2D lattice in a plane perpen-
dicular to the rods.
If we add chiral molecules to a liquid crystal phase, either as
non-mesogenic dopants or by using chiral mesogens, the macro-
scopic liquid crystal phase is generally also chiral. The presence of
stereoisomerically enriched chiral molecules is for thermotropic
liquid crystals generally indicated by adding a star to the shorthand
of the corresponding achiral phase, e.g. N* for a chiral nematic. In
lyotropics the same indication is used for chiral nematics but the
convention has not been adopted for lamellar and columnar phases.
The best studied chiral liquid crystal is the chiral nematic
phase, often referred to as the cholesteric phase. The chirality here
expresses itself as a helical modulation of the director along an
axis perpendicular to n, cf. Fig. 3. In smectic phases, a helical
director modulation perpendicular to n would break the layers
and is thus not normally admitted (an exception is the rare class of
twist-grain boundary phases). The SmA* phase therefore has the
same structure as an achiral SmA phase, but its physical properties
are quite different from its achiral analog [22]. In contrast to SmA*,
the chiral SmC* phase does allow a helical superstructure, but it
applies to the direction along which the molecules tilt away from
the layer normal. In other words, n in SmC* does not twist as in N*,
but the tilting direction precesses helically along the smectic layer
normal. The SmC* phase is different from its non-chiral analog, as
well as from any nematic phase, also in that it exhibits a sponta-
neous polarization and can thus show ferroelectric switching
properties [22].
The periodicity of the helix (the pitch p) can be anywhere from
a few hundred nanometers to inﬁnity, for cholesterics as well as
SmC*-type phases. If it is short the physical properties can change
dramatically compared to the non-chiral phases [23]. The
mechanical properties of a short-pitch N* phase along the helix can
start resembling those of a weak solid and for p on the order of
visible light wavelengths the periodicity leads to visible Bragg
scattering, from N* as well as from SmC*, referred to as selective
reﬂection. These chiral liquid crystals then become self-assembled
photonic crystals with a band gap that can be tuned fairly easily, e.g.
by temperature variation.
2.2. The anisotropic physical properties of liquid crystals
The macroscopic anisotropy of liquid crystals, a property shared
with no other ﬂuid, is the basis for their successful commercial
exploitation. The anisometry of the building blocks together with
the long-range orientational order generally render liquid crystals
optically anisotropic, i.e. their refractive index nk parallel to n is
different from that perpendicular to the director, nt. For a non-
chiral uniaxial material, these two indices are the extreme refrac-
tive indexvalues and thedirector is equivalent to theoptic axis of the
liquid crystal (please refer tomore specialized texts, e.g. [23], for the
special case of chiral liquid crystals with short-pitch director
modulation). The birefringence of the material is then
Dn ¼ nk  nt. Consequently, if nk is themaximumrefractive index,
Dn > 0 and we call the liquid crystal positive uniaxial (this is the
general case for rod-shapedmesogens),whereas if it is theminimum
thephase is negative uniaxial (this is the standard case for discotics).
Since the effect on polarized light of a birefringent material
depends critically on the orientation of the optic axis it is important
to specify how a liquid crystal is aligned with respect to the
direction of light propagation. A device inwhich the liquid crystal is
used for its anisotropic optical properties, e.g. a display, is generally
a thin ﬂat ﬁlm, referred to as a ‘cell’ in the general case. In the
standard conﬁguration light enters perpendicular to the cell plane.
When n is aligned perpendicular to the cell the light ray thus
traverses the cell along the optic axis, leading to no effective bire-
fringence (any polarization of the light experiences the ordinary
refractive index) and this director alignment is therefore referred to
as homeotropic, a term that can be understood as meaning like
isotropic. If n is instead perpendicular to the cell plane we call this
planar geometry. At normal incidence to the cell, light will now
Fig. 3. Cartoons of helical director modulation in the chiral nematic (cholesteric) phase with rod- and disc-shaped building blocks, respectively. Each rod or disc represents either
a mesogen (thermotropics) or micelle (lyotropics) with the corresponding shape. Note that, for clarity, the pitch has been drawn orders of magnitude smaller than in reality and the
local degree of order is much too high. From [13].
Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of homeotropic and planar alignment, respectively, here illustrated for the case of an SmA phase (layer normal k parallel to director n) conﬁned between
parallel ﬂat substrates. Normal light incidence means that the light beam is propagating vertically in the picture. Note that the drawing is not to scale: a smectic layer is some three
orders of magnitude thinner than the distance between the sample substrates. From [13].
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experience the maximum birefringence. For curved samples, e.g.
liquid crystal droplets or shells, the terms homeotropic and planar
are still used, then referring to the director alignment with respect
to the interface with the continuous phase, although the optic
effects are more complex due to the curvature. In Fig. 4 the two
principal alignment types are illustrated for the case of a smectic-A
phase between ﬂat substrates.
In a planar-aligned nematic sample where n(r) has no restric-
tion to any particular direction in the sample plane (we refer to this
geometry as degenerate planar alignment), the director and thus the
optic axis vary randomly throughout the sample area. When
observing the sample between crossed polarizers, all locations
where n is parallel to one of the polarizers will appear black since
then either the ordinary or the extraordinary component vanishes.
Since these locations are continuously connected, forming
randomly curving ‘threads’ or ‘streaks’, we get a texture that is very
characteristic for the nematic phase, cf. the example in Fig. 5. This
texture is called a schlieren texture after the German word for
streak; Schliere.
The ability to modulate a liquid crystal display element between
dark and bright is normally due to the dielectric anisotropy
Dε ¼ εjj  εt, with εjj and εt being the permittivities along and
perpendicular to n, respectively. By applying an electric ﬁeld this
gives us a handle for switching the director orientation between
different deﬁned geometries, giving different transmission. When
an electricﬁeld E is applied over a dielectricmedium such as a liquid
crystal, the ﬁeld will polarize the medium, i.e. an electric dipole
moment Pwill be induced, proportional to the ﬁeld strength and to
the permittivity of themedium. Since a liquid crystal is dielectrically
anisotropic the polarization and the ﬁeldwill be directed differently
for any director orientation that is not along E. The result is
a dielectric torque G
ε
¼ P E on the director, acting to align n along
ðDε > 0Þ or perpendicular ðDε < 0Þ to the ﬁeld. For a simple nematic
phase the torque can be calculated to be [23]:
Gε ¼ 12ε0DεE
2sin 2fy^ (1)
Here ε0z8:85$1012 C/Vm is the vacuum permittivity and f is
the angle of the director with respect to the electric ﬁeld. The
director is considered to be in the xz plane and the ﬁeld is applied
along x^.
In a device or in a typical research sample cell there is however
also a strong inﬂuence from the sample substrates, imposing the
starting conﬁguration (normally planar with a positive Dε liquid
crystal). When an electric ﬁeld is applied we thus typically get
a competition between the dielectric contribution to the free
energy, promoting a reorientation of the director, and the elastic
contribution, counteracting any change from the initial planar-
aligned state. At weak ﬁelds the elastic contribution ‘wins’ and
the director remains unaffected by the ﬁeld, at strong ﬁelds it is the
other way around and the sample is switched. The borderline case
is called the Frederiks threshold after the Polish-Russian physicist
Vsevolod Frederiks, who was the ﬁrst to study the switching
phenomenon in detail [1]. The switching process is nowadays
called the Frederiks transition. The anisotropy of liquid crystals is
also reﬂected in their magnetic and conductive properties as well as
in their multiple viscosities, see e.g. [23] for details.
2.3. Deformations and singularities in the nematic director ﬁeld
The undeformed elastic ground state of an achiral nematic is one
where the director ﬁeld is totally uniform, i.e. n points in the same
direction everywhere throughout the sample. An elastic deforma-
tion in the case of a nematic results from a local reorientation dn of
the director, leading to a director ﬁeld distortion transmitted over
a larger scale. Since distortions in n(r) cost energy, the nematic tries
to reestablish the uniform director ﬁeld, not by a force as in solid
elasticity but by an elastic torque. The strength of the torque can be
calculated by differentiating the elastic free energy. Neglecting
surface effects, any generic deformation of n(r) can be described as
a linear combination of three elementary elastic deformations,
deﬁned graphically in Fig. 6: splay, twist and bend. As a result the
full elastic free energy of a bulk non-chiral nematic can be written
Fig. 6. Graphical deﬁnitions of the three elementary director ﬁeld deformations splay, twist and bend, together with their corresponding terms in the elastic free energy and their
respective elastic constants K1, K2 and K3. The drawings illustrate how each deformation can be produced in practice by encapsulating a nematic between ﬂat substrates, the insides
of which are prepared such as to ensure uniform planar or homeotropic director orientation at the substrate (the preferred director is indicated with a thick double-headed arrow).
Redrawn after de Gennes and Prost [23].
Fig. 5. An example of the characteristic schlieren texture of nematic liquid crystals in
degenerate planar alignment. The micrograph is of a lyotropic nematic formed by disc-
shaped micelles, but the same type of texture can be formed by any type of achiral
nematic in degenerate planar geometry. From [13].
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as a sum of three terms, each giving the total elastic free energy
contribution due to splay, twist and bend deformations in the
sample, respectively:
Gdeform: ¼
1
2
K1ðV$nÞ2þ
1
2
K2ðn$V nÞ2þ
1
2
K3ðn V nÞ2 (2)
This expression is referred to as the Oseen-Frank expression for
the free energy, after the Swede Carl Wilhelm Oseen and the
Englishman Sir Charles Frank.
Each deformation is described by the appropriate combination
of the vector operators divergence (V$n) and curl (V  n) squared
and the energy cost for a certain deformation is proportional to the
respective elastic constant, K1 for splay, K2 for twist and K3 for bend.
These constants are very important material parameters, critically
dictating the behavior of a nematic. They have the dimension of
a force, the magnitude typically in the pN range, and they must be
positive (required for stability). Their values are so small that
thermal motion induces considerable ﬂuctuations in n(r) in a bulk
nematic at room temperature. Often K1 and K2 have about the same
value whereas K3 is about twice that value. It can be convenient to
approximate them all equal to a single value K, the so-called ‘one-
constant approximation’.
The director ﬁelds shown in Fig. 6 are all smooth and locally
defect-free despite their deformed state. If we prepare a nematic
sample with degenarate planar alignment we will however almost
always have defects in the director ﬁeld, i.e. points where n(r) is not
deﬁned. Such a defect is called a disclination. Some examples of
disclinations are shown in Fig. 7 together with exemplifying
polarizing micrographs of how the most common ones may appear
visually. The drawings are two-dimensional as is the plane of
observation in the microscope. The lines illustrate n(r) in the
sample plane and the black dot indicates the disclination itself (the
point where the director is undeﬁned).
As can be seen in the ﬁgure, a disclination can be given
a deﬁning parameter s, giving it a certain magnitude and sign. This
resembles electrical charges and, in fact, the interaction of dis-
clinations is in many respects analogous to electrostatics, with like-
signed disclinations repelling each other whereas disclinations of
opposite signs attract. Disclinations with jsji1 are rarely observed
since the energy density in the surrounding ﬁeld of a singularity
increases as s2. Energy is thus generally gained by splitting an jsj ¼
2 disclination into two jsj ¼ 1, or one jsj ¼ 1 into two jsj ¼ 1=2. In
three dimensions the 2D drawings discussed here correspond
either to a defect line through the bulk (valid for half-integer dis-
clinations) or to a point defect stuck at the surface (s integer). For
a richer discussion of these issues, see e.g. the text book by de
Gennes and Prost [23].
Disclinations are important in today’s research on liquid crystals
foremost for two main reasons. In one case the topology of the
sample requires disclinations to form, e.g. in planar-aligned drop-
lets or shells of liquid crystal. In the second case we create dis-
clinations by adding colloidal particles to the liquid crystal, such as
glass or polymer beads or isotropic liquid droplets. Both cases will
be discussed below.
The elasticity theory described above was developed for
nematics but it can be extended andmodiﬁed to phases with partial
positional order. For each particular phase one must however take
into account the special restrictions imposed by its symmetry. It is
for instance relatively easy to realize that two of the three elemen-
tary deformations are not allowed in SmA due to its structure. Since
the director also deﬁnes the layers through its double role as layer
Fig. 7. Examples of disclinations of magnitude 1/2, 1 and 2, of positive and negative sign, in a planar-aligned nematic. For the s ¼ 1/2 and s ¼ 1 cases, polarizing micrographs are
provided as illustrations how these disclinations can be recognized in the polarizing microscope. Note that the sign of the disclination cannot easily be determined from a single
micrograph.
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normal, a twist in the director ﬁeld also entails a twist in the layer
structure, something that would require a breaking up of the layers.
This cannot happen in ordinary SmA phases and thus twist defor-
mations do not occur in SmA. As for director bend, also this gives
problems with the layer structure since a bend in n(r) effectively
corresponds to a splay in the layers. The layer thickness would have
to change constantly, a situation that does not occur in reality since
the layer thickness is deﬁned by the effective length and inclination
of the molecules. We are thus left with only director splay as
a possible deformation in SmA, corresponding to smectic layer bend.
Although SmC is less symmetric and thus in some sense more
ordered than SmA (occurring at lower temperatures) it actually
allows more ﬂuctuations in the director ﬁeld than SmA. This is
because the addition of a tilting direction gives a new freedom for
deformations which do not interfere with the layered structure,
allowing n to bend as well as twist in SmC and SmC*.
We end this brief introduction to liquid crystal elasticity by
pointing out that this is a continuum description: it relies funda-
mentally on the assumption that the liquid crystal’s true discrete
molecular nature can be neglected, the ﬂuid being treated as
a continuum instead. This assumptionholds as longas theobjects and
phenomena under discussion have sizes that are very large on
amolecular scale. Since this is indeed thecase inmostpractical uses of
liquid crystals, the elasticity theory is most often valid and extremely
useful. There are however situations where the theory may break
down, in particular in the research on nanoparticles in liquid crystals.
3. New directions for applied and fundamental liquid crystal
science
In the remainder of this article we will highlight a few of the
major current directions intowhich liquid crystal science is heading
today. Other authors might have made a slightly different selection
from the very rich playground that research on liquid crystals
constitutes, but we believe that the examples given do represent
some of the most exciting activities, and they certainly attract
considerable interest across the international research community.
3.1. Liquid crystals for organic electronics and energy conversion
applications
An area where the spontaneous long-range order of liquid crys-
tals and the ease of controlling their alignment over large areas is
very attractive is organic materials for semiconductor devices and
energy conversion. In particular the use of liquid crystals for building
efﬁcient organic photovoltaic and transistor devices by self-
assembly has been attracting attention for some time [7,24e27],
but recently there were also impressive demonstrations of mecha-
noelectrical energy conversion utilizing the high ﬂexoelectric coef-
ﬁcients of bent-core nematics [28e31]. Here wewill ﬁrst give a brief
review of the activities in the former ﬁeld and then we end this
subsection with a snapshot of the state of the art of the latter.
The interest in organic electronics has been very strong on an
international scale and over a relatively long period of time, and as
a result a large number of aromatic molecules that are potentially
useful for organic semiconductors or solar cells [32] have been
designed. The single-molecule properties are however only one
factor in determining the performance of a device employing these
materials. In order to ensure high charge carrier mobility on
a device scale, the molecules must be packed in a well ordered
arrangement providing good overlap of the p orbitals of the
aromatic moieties. Long-range orientational and at least partial
positional order allows the orbital overlap between adjacent
molecules to extend over macroscopic distances, thus leading to
the common picture of band-like conduction, cf. Fig. 8. The type of
conduction is however of the hopping type. Amorphous materials
are obviously inappropriate in this respect since the molecules are
disordered already on a small scale. Crystalline structures might on
the other hand seem to be ideal at ﬁrst, but one must then
remember that, for device application, the ordered arrangement
must extend uniformly over distances corresponding to the inter-
electrode distances of the device. This typically ranges from some
hundreds of nanometers to several microns. If the order breaks
down locally, as in a grain boundary, the good conduction path is
broken. Because it is very challenging to achieve perfect crystals of
the desired materials over the distances required, this makes the
route via the crystalline state less than optimal.
By using molecules that are suitable for organic electronic
applications at the same time as they exhibit mesogenic properties,
one can solve the problem of large-scale alignment in an elegant
and simple way [24,25]. A liquid crystal phase is much easier to
align than a crystalline phase and grain boundaries can be annealed
rather easily. Moreover, they are highly suitable for solution pro-
cessing. The most commonly employed liquid crystals in this
context are the columnar phases of discotic mesogens, providing
good charge carrier mobility and band-type conductivity along the
Fig. 8. Cartoon illustrating the transition from individual energy levels to energy bands as the extension of p electron overlap grows along the columns of a columnar discotic liquid
crystal phase.
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columns which thus effectively become a kind of ‘molecular wire’
[24e26]. But also smectic and nematic phases of rod-shaped
mesogens have been explored in this context.
Hanna and co-workers functionalized molecules optimized for
ﬁeld effect transistor applications with alkyl chains, giving them
smectic phases between the crystalline and isotropic states. By
dissolving the material in an appropriate solvent and spin coating
the solutions at a temperature where the pure material is in the
smectic state, they achieved excellent ﬁlms with very high unifor-
mity and long-range order [33], cf. Fig. 9. If the material was instead
spin coated at low temperature, such that a crystalline state forms
when the solvent evaporates they achieved a rather inhomoge-
neous polycrystalline ﬁlmwith a rough surface. The result could be
improved by raising the temperature to the liquid crystalline range
after spin coating and thus annealing the ﬁlm, but the ﬁlm did not
reach the quality of the ﬁlm spin coated in the liquid crystalline
state. Using a related non-functionalized material without the
capability to form liquid crystal phases the results were evenworse
and the annealing option was obviously not available.
A drawback of using liquid crystalline systems for organic
electronics is that the molecule mobility in the liquid crystalline
state is still rather high. This leads to less strong p-p-stacking and
thus to a limited hopping conduction, considerably poorer than in
a crystalline state. In general, the easier the phase is to align, the
greater this problem. Nematics thus have the lowest charge carrier
mobility among liquid crystal phases and even SmA and SmC
phases have unsatisfactory values. Therefore, the most promising
approach is generally to prepare the large-scale ordered arrange-
ment in the liquid crystalline phase, in which the alignment can be
controlled easily, and then quench the system to lower tempera-
tures so rapidly that crystallization is prevented, instead giving
a glassy state in which the liquid crystalline order is frozen in. In
this way the good long-range order with little or no defects that can
be achieved by processing in the liquid crystalline state can be
combined with small molecular ﬂuctuations, and hence high
charge carrier mobilities over long distances can be expected.
An organic solar cell consists primarily of a heterojunction
between an electron-donating and an electron-accepting material.
The energy provided when a photon is absorbed leads to the
creation of an exciton, i.e. a bound electron e hole pair. For the
function of the solar cell the exciton should diffuse toward the
interface where it can dissociate into free charge carriers in the two
respective materials, that can then be harvested as an electrical
current. In addition to the charge carrier mobility, already dis-
cussed, a key parameter for the photoelectrical conversion efﬁ-
ciency of organic solar cells is the exciton diffusion length, i.e. how
Fig. 9. Polycrystalline ﬁlms of a doubly alkyl terminated terthiophene spin coated from isotropic solutions at different temperatures; a, d and g: temperature of crystalline phase; b,
e and h: temperature of smectic liquid crystalline phase; c, f and i: temperature of isotropic phase. Optical microscopy textures (aec, scale bar in aeb: 10 mm; in c: 100 mm), confocal
laser scanning microscopy proﬁles (def), AFM topographical images and corresponding height analyses (gei). Note the very different vertical height axes in the latter diagrams for
the different samples. From reference [33]. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission.
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long an exciton can travel within the material before the electron
and hole recombine. The distance from the exciton creation site to
the heterojunction must be smaller than the exciton diffusion
length in order to harvest the energy. Discotic columnar liquid
crystals have turned out to have particularly high values of this
crucial parameter (>70 nm [7]) as well as high charge carrier
mobility (1.4 cm2 V1 s1 [34]), and this has led to a strong focus of
attention the last years on using these liquid crystals for photo-
voltaics [7,26].
These materials clearly hold promise, as demonstrated with
experimental and theoretical work, but important challenges still
remain to be addressed. It is for instance not trivial to ensure the
alignment of the columns that is required for a particular applica-
tion. For a photovoltaic device based on discotic liquid crystals, one
must create a uniformly homeotropic-aligned heterostructure of
two different columnar phases, where one is designed for good
electron-donating properties, the other one for being a good elec-
tron acceptor. This is quite challenging, but recently some hopeful
reports appeared, suggesting that careful molecule design and
optimization of the device preparation strategy may lead to the
passing also of this hurdle, see e.g. [35].
While homeotropic alignment is required for discotic liquid
crystal solar cells, for an organic ﬁeld effect transistor (FET) based on
discotic phases the columns should lie in the sample plane and be
aligned uniformly along a speciﬁc direction. This is perhaps even
more challenging, because traditional alignment techniques such as
rubbing of polyimide coating or photoalignment have little or no
impact on the orientation of the director in discotic liquid crystal
phases. To this end, an experiment by Scalia and co-workers may
however show some promise [36]. They spin coated a toluene
solution of the commonly used columnar phase-forming discotic
material hexakis(pentyloxy)-triphenylene, abbreviated HAT-5
(Fig. 2c), and studied the produced ﬁlms by polarizing microscopy
and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The AFM study revealed very
interesting textures, cf. Fig. 10, highly reminiscent of nematic
director ﬁelds with a few disclinations between fairly large areas
withinwhich ﬁbrils of columns were uniformly aligned. The authors
proposed that the good alignment could be an effect of a lyotropic
nematic phase of short disc columns forming during the spin coating
process, as the solvent quickly evaporated. The director of this
columnar-nematic phasewould then alignprimarily along the radial
shear ﬂow active during the spin coating process. It is noteworthy
that HAT-5 does not exhibit a nematic phase on its own, hence the
proper combination of solvent concentration and temperature (note
that the temperature rapidly cools during spin coating due to the
evaporation of solvent) would be critical for obtaining the nematic
order. Further investigations are clearly needed to conﬁrm the exact
origin of the uniform column alignment but this technique may be
promising for aligning discotic columnar phases uniformly over
areas that are very large on the scale of typical organic FETstructures.
More recent andmuch less explored is the concept of harvesting
mechanical motion as electrical energy using liquid crystals that
display high ﬂexoelectric and/or piezoelectric coefﬁcients. The idea
was proposed in 2009 by Antal Jakli and co-workers at Kent State
University, USA [28,30,31]. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 11 for
the case of a nematic phase made out of bent-core molecules. Such
phases display the highest ﬂexoelectric coefﬁcients known so far. If
the container of the liquid crystal bends, these molecules will pack
more efﬁciently if they all bend in the same direction. Since they
have a high polarization along the bend direction, bending of the
sample thus polarizes it, and a surface charge results. Flexing an
electrode-equipped sample back and forth then generates an
alternating current.
Under practical application conditions liquid crystals are actu-
ally found to outperform many solid state alternatives in terms of
energy conversion efﬁciency [28], since one must take the
maximum strain gradient into account (which is substantially
higher for the liquid crystal case) and as the liquid crystal-based
materials can be made very thin, ensuring high efﬁciency. For
Fig. 10. Atomic force microscopy images of a sample of the discotic liquid crystal HAT-
5 spin coated from toluene solution, forming ﬁbers organized in a nematic-like ordered
arrangement. From reference [36].
Fig. 11. A bent-core liquid crystal conﬁned in a ﬂexible container will produce a ﬂexoelectric surface charge due to the improved packing efﬁciency when the bend of all molecules is
along the macroscopic sample bend direction. If the sample is ﬂexed back and forth and electrodes are attached to the outsides, an alternating electrical current can be picked up.
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experiments the Jakli team contained the bent-shaped mesogen
phase between ﬂexible substrates or inside an elastomer, allowing
them to vary the macroscopic sample shape between convex and
concave. Indeed, this ﬂexing resulted in a current that was easily
detectable by ﬁtting the sample with two brass electrodes and
connecting them to a standard oscilloscope. It will be very exciting
to study the further development during the next few years of this
very recently introduced concept, with considerable potential for
new low cost means of energy harvesting.
3.2. Liquid crystal templating for creating nanostructured materials
or ordering nano- and microparticles
With today’s focus in materials science on nanostructured
materials the ability of liquid crystals e thermotropic as well as
lyotropic e to self-assemble into structures that exhibit speciﬁc
nanoscale arrangements extending in an ordered fashion over
a much longer range is extremely attractive. Several approaches
have been devised to take advantage of the liquid crystalline order
for generating new functionalmaterials, either bymaking the liquid
crystal-generated order permanent via polymerization, gelation or
glass formation, or by preparing a liquid crystalline sample such
that a regular array of defects forms, which can then be used e.g. for
positioning nano- ormicroparticles over large areas. Herewebrieﬂy
review the current state of the art of these two main approaches.
3.2.1. Solidifying liquid crystal phases for creating regular
nanoporous solids
One of the most important current examples of how liquid
crystals are used as templates is the production of nanoporous silica
materials for catalysis applications from or via lyotropic hexagonal
or cubic liquid crystal phases [37]. Very often the term ‘meso-
porous’ is used instead, following a non-metric terminology
common in this particular research ﬁeld, but we here use ‘nano-
porous’, reﬂecting the fact that the pores are in the nanometer size
range. An organosilicate compound such as tetraethylorthosilicate
(TEOS) is added as a silica precursor to the lyotropic phase and this
is then hydrolized into SiO2. As the reaction takes place in the
aqueous channels of the lyotropic liquid crystal host phase the
produced silica adopts the internal shape of the nanostructured
template, cf. Fig. 12. The soft and sensitive liquid crystal structure is
thereby transferred to a hard and durable inorganic copy. Afterward
the surfactant is removed by thermal decomposition (calcination),
leaving only the nanostructured silica which now has the hexag-
onal or cubic structure imprinted by the liquid crystal.
In some cases it is of advantage to followa different approach for
solidifying the lyotropic structure, instead replacing the ordinary
surfactants with surfactants with reactive headgroups [38e41]. In
this way one can polymerize the surfactant component of the
lyotropic liquid crystal and rather thanmaking an inorganic copy of
the template, the liquid crystalline structure is thus ﬁxated by
turning it into an organic solid. The resulting materials are of
interest for instance in water ﬁltration applications or as synthetic
biodegradable materials for medical applications.
Also thermotropic liquid crystals can be very useful as templates
in various contexts, realizing a solid either by polymerizing the
liquid crystalline phase [42,43] or by polymerizing anothermaterial
inside the liquid crystal [44,45]. A particularly beautiful example of
the latter approach is the successful production of helical poly-
acetylene ﬁbers by polymerizing acetylene gas in a chiral nematic
reaction ﬁeld, a strategy pioneered by Hideki Shirakawa and Kazuo
Akagi and co-workers at Kyoto University, Japan [46]. The chole-
steric liquid crystalline environment forces the polyacetylene
chains to twist as they grow, into ﬁbers that mimic the structural
features of the helical liquid crystal phase. The resulting ﬁbers
exhibit physical properties that can be quite unique, in particular in
terms of their magnetoresistance. This has triggered much interest
in areas very far from liquid crystal research [47]. The chiral liquid
crystal reaction ﬁeld is critical for the success in the preparation of
this new material.
An interesting recent extension of liquid crystal structure
formation, related to lyotropic liquid crystals in many respects but
not involving a solvent, is the class of polyphilic mesogens
[8,48e55]. With these molecules, that are amphiphilic with at least
Fig. 12. Cartoon illustrating the two main approaches to produce nanoporous silica using hexagonal lyotropic liquid crystal templates. Reprinted with permission (from reference
[37]. Copyright (2007) American Chemical Society).
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three, rather than two, sections having different preferred envi-
ronments (for instance one perﬂuorinated, one hydrophilic and one
aromatic section) a whole range of new structures have been found
to form via self-assembly. At the moment the research on these
new materials is purely academic, but the complexity of these new
phases is beginning to be elucidated. The time may thus be ripe for
exploring them for different types of applications, where an
obvious route to explore is that of templating from these new
nanostructures. Compared to lyotropic liquid crystals a huge
advantage with the polyphilic thermotropics is that they can
generally be quite easily aligned over macroscopic areas.
3.2.2. Synthesizing nanoparticles in liquid crystalline templates
Several groups have used the self-organized structures of liquid
crystals as ‘nano reactors’ for synthesizing very well-deﬁned
nanoparticles with desirable shapes. In particular lyotropic
columnar phases are useful for synthesizing e.g. semiconductor
nanorods [56e62] but other liquid crystal phases can be used for
synthesizing nanoparticles with other shapes [63e67].
Among the key advantages with this technique compared to
standard methods for synthesizing non-spherical nanoparticles are
low dispersity, a relative ease of tunability of the geometrical
features, and the fact that very high aspect ratio particles can be
achieved by carrying out the synthesis within the very long chan-
nels of the micelles in a hexagonal columnar phase. By tuning the
composition of the phase, often including an oil component in
addition to the amphiphiles and water that form the starter kit, the
inner diameter of the channels can be varied over an order of
magnitude (1e10 nm) while their length can be in the centimeter
range or even longer. Another beneﬁcial aspect is that it is easy to
remove the components of the lyotropic phase template. This is in
contrast to methods where solid templates are used, which typi-
cally require etching by strong and/or harmful acids.
Obviously one needs also precursor materials in addition to the
basic constituents of the liquid crystal phase. These are often
organometallic salts that act as precursors for the nanoparticle
synthesis. It is crucial to recognize that these salts will normally
become a component of the liquid crystal phase as well and their
presence will almost always have some inﬂuence on the self-
assembly processes leading to the liquid crystal phase formation.
One thus generally needs to modify the recipes for forming pure
liquid crystal phases, giving the precursor materials active roles in
the structure formation. In some cases the inﬂuence from the salts
would simply be too strong at the concentrations required for
forming interesting particles and one must then ﬁnd special solu-
tions. A smart approach employed by dos Santos et al. is to incor-
porate colloids among the precursor materials [62]. This allows
a relatively high degree of loading with inorganic material with
minimal inﬂuence on the lyotropic phase.
3.2.3. Colloidal particles organized by liquid crystals and liquid
crystal phases from colloids
A different way of exploiting the liquid crystalline order, that
does not necessarily involve ﬁxating the structure into a solid, is to
introduce colloidal particles in the liquid crystal. The latter then
functions as a very special continuous phase, acting in unique ways
on the dispersed particles which can be in the nano- to micrometer
size range and of a variety of shapes. There has been a continuously
growing interest in combining particles with liquid crystals over
the last 15 years, and a number of interesting phenomena have
been demonstrated, involving polymer or silica microbeads, carbon
nanotubes, or semiconductor or metal nanorods or -spheres.
The liquid crystal can organize the dispersed particles in various
ways and employ somewhat different mechanisms, depending on
the particle size, shape and how their surfaces interact with the
liquid crystal. What all studies have in common, however, is that
the particles in some way disturb the liquid crystal director ﬁeld,
which therefore exerts forces or torques on the particles in order to
promote a conﬁguration of them where the distortion is minimal.
This can lead to an alignment of anisometric particles as well as to
the organization of particles into regular clusters.
Among the most straight-forward approaches of this kind is the
alignment of rod-shaped particles along the nematic director ﬁeld.
The ﬁrst particle type to be studied in this way was magnetic
nanorods, initially considered theoretically by Pierre-Gilles de Gen-
nes and Françoise Brochard [68]. In recent years the ﬁrst nano-
particle to receive considerable attention as dopant to liquid crystals
was the carbon nanotube [69e81]. Single- as well as multiwall
carbon nanotubes have been successfully dispersed in thermotropic
aswell as lyotropic liquid crystals, primarily of nematic type, and the
alignment of the tubes along the nematic director ﬁeld was veriﬁed
by various techniques. Initially only indirect proof of the alignment
could be provided [69,70], but somewhat later direct in-situ veriﬁ-
cation of the nanotube orientation by means of polarized Raman
spectroscopy conﬁrmed without doubt the alignment effect [82,83].
The experimental work was also complemented by a number of
rigorous theoretical treatments [84e87].
A rather severe problem with the carbon nanotube e liquid
crystal composites is tomaintain a sufﬁciently gooddispersion of the
nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes are notoriously difﬁcult to disperse in
any medium and in liquid crystals long-term stability of the
dispersion is extremely difﬁcult to achieve. All initial work was done
with thermotropic liquid crystal hosts and only trace amounts of
carbon nanotubes were dispersed in order to avoid severe nanotube
aggregation. The ﬁrst successful way of drastically raising the
nanotube concentration was to switch to lyotropic liquid crystal
hosts, where the option to use surfactants for stabilizing the nano-
tube dispersion allowed a much greater concentration of the nano-
particle guests [78,83,88,89] Particularly high nanotube loading was
possible by using two different ionic surfactants of opposite charge,
one for dispersing the nanotubes and the other for building the
liquid crystal phase. In this way Scalia et al. succeeded in reaching
such high nanotube loading at such good alignment that the
composite behaved like a liquid linear polarizer [90,91], cf. Fig. 13: as
the nanotubes absorb light polarized along the tube axis, the
composite became darker for polarization along the director than
perpendicular to it. This was the ﬁrst time that nanoparticle align-
ment by a liquid crystal could be veriﬁed by the naked eye. The
composites also acquire very interesting viscoelastic properties, in
particular the ability to form very long and slender ﬁlaments in
Fig. 13. A capillary containing a lyotropic liquid crystal phase aligned with n along the capillary axis and containing 0.2 wt.% well-dispersed single-wall carbon nanotubes. The
uniform alignment of the nanotubes, present at such high concentration, turns the composite ﬂuid into a polarizer, as demonstrated by viewing the capillary through a polarizer
ﬁlm with its transmission direction along (a) and perpendicular (b) to the capillary. From reference [90]. Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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which the nanotubes are highly ordered [92]. A number of studies on
dispersion of nanotubes in lyotropic liquid crystals have followed
[93e98], conﬁrming the versatility and usefulness of the approach.
An important recent achievement is the polymerization of the lyo-
tropic host phase in order to turn the nanotube e liquid crystal
composite into a solid, with maintained uniform alignment of the
nanotubes [96].
There is however considerable potential in using also thermo-
tropic liquid crystals as the host for nanotube dispersion [99e102],
in particular due to the ease of aligning and reorienting thermo-
tropic nematics, and there is thus a motivation for improving the
dispersion stability also in thermotropic hosts. In fact, although
long-term stability is a serious problem, the ﬁrst systematic study of
carbon nanotube dispersion in thermotropic liquid crystals [103]
revealed that thermotropic hosts are actually among the best
organic solvents for carbon nanotubes in terms of a quick reduction
of initial aggregate size. The problem is to ensure exfoliation of
bundles to single tube level and to maintain long-term dispersion
stability, very difﬁcult since no surfactants can be added for stabi-
lizing the dispersion. An important result of this study was that
there are considerable differences between different nematics in
terms of their suitability as hosts for carbon nanotubes, the
commonly used quartenary mixture E7 and the negative dielectric
anisotropy nematic MBBA coming out as the best hosts of those
investigated [103]. A promising recent development is the intro-
duction of tailor-synthesized hybrid molecules, acting similar to
surfactants in aqueous solution, but here with one end optimized
for carbon nanotube adhesion whereas the other is made for ther-
motropic liquid crystal compatibility. This is a very new research
thrust but some promising results have been presented [104e106].
There have also been observations of positive effects of carbon
nanotubes on the liquid crystal [71e74,80,101,107,108], even
including the function of carbon nanotubes as chiral dopants
[109,110], but as the liquid crystal in these cases plays a passive role
we do not further discuss these issues in this review. Almost all
work has been done with nematic hosts of rod-like mesogens,
primarily due to the difﬁculties in dispersing nanotubes in more
ordered and thus much more viscous liquid crystal phases. A rare
example of a study of nanotubes dispersed in a chiral smectic liquid
crystal was published by Lagerwall et al., the success in dispersion
being due to a two-step process where the nanotubes were ﬁrst
dispersed in a nematic phase that was then mixed with a strong
smectogenic mesogen [100]. The nanotubes turned out to have
a drastic inﬂuence on the phase sequence of the smectic host but
the dispersion was still not sufﬁciently good to investigate if
switching of the smectic liquid crystal director might have an effect
on the nanotubes. Kumar and co-workers succeeded in dispersing
chemically functionalized nanotubes in thermotropic discotic hosts
[3,111,112], but also here little efforts were done to investigate the
effects of the host on the organization of the nanotubes.
Rather than doping a liquid crystal host with the nanotubes one
can in fact also get the nanotubes themselves, suspended in an
isotropic liquid host, to forma lyotropic liquid crystal phase, provided
sufﬁcient concentration and quality of dispersion [16,18,113e124].
This has the advantage that the nanotube concentration obviously is
high, much higher than in the work relying on thermotropic hosts,
but there are twomajor difﬁculties. First, even in isotropic solvents it
is far from trivial to achieve sufﬁciently good dispersion at such high
concentrationof nanotubes required to get lyotropic liquid crystalline
phases, and the groups driving this approach have therefore resorted
to oxidation of the nanotubes for solubility in water [18,118e120],
using super acids as the solvent [121e123] or takengreat care inusing
efﬁcient wrapping of pristine nanotubes by molecules such as DNA
that stabilize the suspensions even at high concentration
[16,113e117]. An example of the latter type is shown in Fig. 14. The
second major difﬁculty is to ensure macroscopic orientation of the
director in these phases over a long enough time scale that the
aligned nanotubes can be put to use. Generally, shearing is the only
way to align lyotropic phases of this typebut as soonas the shearﬂow
is removed the alignment is often lost. Recently the Poulin team has
however shown some progress in the task of retaining the alignment
even after drying a lyotropic liquid crystalline nanotube suspension
[116] and this route thus holds promise for the future.
With the very strong current focus on graphene it was hardly
unexpected when the ﬁrst reports on liquid crystal phases with
graphene came out. Like with carbon nanotubes some groups use
liquid crystalline phases for aligning the graphene sheets [125,126]
while others ensure sufﬁcient concentration and dispersion quality
of oxidized graphene ﬂakes that they form liquid crystal phases on
their own [19e21,127].
Carbon particles were the ﬁrst but of course not the only
nanoparticles that have been studied in combination with liquid
crystals. Several studies have been devoted to the investigation of
liquid crystalline phases containing gold [128e142], semi-
conducting [143e154] or silica nanoparticles [155e159] as well as
magnetic [160e167] or ferroelectric [168e172] particles. While the
extended aromatic structure of carbon nanotubes provides for
beneﬁcial interactions with typical mesogens, promoting particle
solubility in a thermotropic host [103], the primarily hydrophilic
character of many non-carbon-based inorganic nanoparticles
makes an efﬁcient capping agent promoting guest-host compati-
bility absolutely essential if metal or semiconductor nanoparticles
should be efﬁciently dispersed in a thermotropic liquid crystal.
Common choices for solving the dispersion problem are alkane
thiols [129,136,140] which bind covalently to a metal surface with
the thiol head group, extending an alkyl chain more or less
perpendicular to the particle surface. This improves the compati-
bility with a thermotropic host considerably, but it promotes
homeotropic alignment of the mesogens surrounding the particle,
hence one may expect the opposite alignment of alkane thiol-
functionalized nanorods compared to carbon nanotubes, i.e.
perpendicular rather than along the liquid crystal director. The
much lower aspect ratio of most inorganic nanorods (typically two
orders of magnitude less than for carbon nanotubes) makes the
alignment a slightly less serious issue. In fact, many studies deal
with spherical gold or semiconducting quantum dot particles.
Another alternative is to use a nonionic polymer such as poly-
vinylpyrrolidone (PVP) for aiding the dispersion [133].
Much of the work devoted to inorganic nanoparticles in liquid
crystals is devoted to modiﬁcation of the liquid crystal properties in
its classic electrooptic device (e.g. display) application, e.g. for
Fig. 14. Polarizing micrograph of a nematic liquid crystal phase from single-wall
carbon nanotubes stabilized by DNA in water at 4 wt.% concentration (scale bar:
50 mm). From reference [114]. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
Reproduced with permission.
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modifying switching time or alignment type [137,150,153,173], and is
thus outside the scope of this review. From the standpoint of this
article there are two lines of research in thisﬁeld that are of particular
interest. First, goldnanoparticles are attractivedue to theirplasmonic
response but this depends also on the dielectric permittivity of the
medium surrounding the nanoparticles. Therefore, if the continuous
phase of the gold nanoparticle colloid is a thermotropic liquid crystal,
the plasmonic response can easily and rapidly be tuned by changing
the dielectric constant component experienced by the nanoparticles
by switching the liquid crystal with an external electric or magnetic
ﬁeld [132,174,175]. A second thrust that may turn out to be very
interesting is the effort to develop metamaterials using metal nano-
particles in liquid crystals, but this is considerably more challenging
since complex nanoparticle shapes are required, little ﬂuctuations
can be accepted, andhighly regular arrangements of the particles are
sought for [176,177]. We will return to this issue in a moment.
Like with surfactant-stabilized carbon nanotubes lyotropic
liquid crystal hosts can be quite advantageous in ensuring a high
loading of metallic nanoparticles. For instance, using the same
cationic surfactant-based lyotropic liquid crystal host as was used
very successfully for carbon nanotube alignment by Scalia and co-
workers, as described above, Liu et al. dispersed and aligned gold
nanorods in nematic and hexagonal host phases [134]. Since the
director can be macroscopically aligned and later realigned by
magnetic ﬁelds in the nematic phase or shear ﬂow in the columnar
phase, the plasmonic response could be tuned by changing the
nanorod orientation.
Some of themost beautiful work on particles in liquid crystals has
dealt with sphere-shaped particles or droplets in the micro- rather
than nanometer range. When dispersing e.g. spherical silica beads
functionalizedwith capping agents that induce homeotropic director
alignment of the surrounding liquid crystal, or glycerol droplets,
generally inducing planar director alignment, each inclusion effec-
tively becomes a unit strength topological defect in the director ﬁeld
due to the spherical symmetry of the director anchoring at its
boundary. Because the total topological charge must be conserved,
being zero in a ﬂat surface, each positive unit defect in a ﬂat sample
cell introduced by an inclusion must be accompanied by a negative
unit defect or a disclination ring generated next to it, turning the
particle and its surrounding effectively into a topological dipole or
quadrupole [178].When several suchmultipoles are brought close to
each other, e.g. by moving them with optical tweezers, the interac-
tions between them, in many respects analogous to the interactions
of electrostatic dipoles, result in chains or 2D patterns being gener-
ated and stabilized. Although beautiful experiments on the interac-
tion of glycerol droplets with the nematic director ﬁeld were
conducted by Pawel Pieranski and co-workers already in the 1970s
[179] themodern interest in this new class of responsive colloid took
off after an elegant study published in 1997 of chains of surfactant-
stabilized water droplets in liquid crystals by Poulin et al. [180]. A
numberof groupshave since achieved fascinating large-scale ordered
arrangements of colloidal inclusions in nematic hosts based on the
same principles, supported also by a number of theoretical treat-
ments [158,181e206], and some groups have demonstrated the same
type of phenomena in free-standing SmC ﬁlms [207e212].
The research on colloidal inclusions in liquid crystals has so far
been mainly of fundamental academic type but a few proposals for
future application have been presented. For instance, Musevic and
co-workers demonstrated the usage of such a system as a tunable
optical grating [213]. The potential application that has probably
attracted the most attention, however, is that of producing meta-
materials by having the liquid crystal organize tailor-designed
nanoparticles, such that composites with new and unique optical
properties can be realized. The main goal is to produce negative
refractive index materials functioning in the optical wavelength
regime, which could be used for cloaking or perfect lensing
[176,177,214e217]. This typically requires the positioning of nano-
scale conductive rods and conductive incomplete rings (split ring
resonators) in regular arrays over large distances.
Obviously, the research on liquid crystal-driven positioning of
particles is still very far from reaching this goal. The particle size
must be in the nanometer range, hence the work on micron scale
particles must be scaled down (this may not be possible for
spherical particles as one may reach the limit of the continuum
description of the liquid crystal, below which the elasticity theory
for the distorted director ﬁeld breaks down), and the positioning of
spherical particles is generally not of much use per se in this
context. The successes in aligning metallic nanorods and carbon
nanotubes (which can be metallic or semiconducting depending on
the geometry of the graphene network forming the tube) is
promising but it is still not sufﬁcient. Control of position is also
required, something which has not yet been achieved, and gener-
ally also the split ring resonators must be arranged in the required
conﬁguration. Finally, one must also ask if the generally rather
strong ﬂuctuations in liquid crystals are acceptable for the reali-
zation of metamaterials with acceptable loss levels.
An original approach to realizing liquid crystal-organized split
ring resonators was presented by the Ljubljana team around
Musevic and Zumer. They trapped gold nanoparticles in disclination
lines surrounding micron sized silica beads that are organized into
an array by the nematic continuum phase [193], cf. Fig. 15. In this
case the nanoparticles (100 nm in diameter in this study) migrate
into the very core of the defect rings that form around the larger
colloidal particles, as this reduces the volumeof liquid crystalwithin
which the orientational order breaks down due to the disclination.
This type of nanoparticle ordering, somewhat different from the
previously described approaches, is also being explored for other
purposes, in particular with the aim to expand the temperature
range of liquid crystal blue phases. These are exotic liquid crystal
phases characterized bya cubic lattice of disclinations thatmay form
in case of very strong chiral interactions [218]. The phase is in fact
isotropic due to the cubic symmetry of the lattice, but birefringence
can be induced byapplying an electricﬁeld, and the display industry
currently has a keen interest in the possibilities of exploiting this
effect in displays that could be very fast and require no alignment
control [219]. However, the temperature range of blue phases is
normally very small, typically about a degree, and the hope is
therefore to make the disclination line lattice more permanent by
ﬁlling it with nanoparticles. Some positive reports have appeared,
both of experimental [141,220] and theoretical [203,221] nature, but
so far the achievements are not comparable to the more developed
approach of expanding the blue phase temperature range by poly-
merizing a reactive monomer additive within the blue phase [222].
Fig. 15. (a) Colloidal gold particles (100 nm diameter) trapped into the Saturn ring dis-
clination line surrounding a large spherical silica particle (1 mm diameter) suspended in
a thermotropic nematic liquid crystal host. (b) The calculated stable colloidal ring super-
structure for this combination of colloids (inset shows a schematic of the corresponding
electrical circuit). Reprinted ﬁgurewith permission fhttp://pre.aps.org/abstract/PRE/v77/
i6/e061706g ffrom [193]g. Copyright (2008) by the American Physical Society.
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An interesting variation of liquid crystal-based colloid ordering
has been developed by the teamof Hee-Tae Jung at KAIST, Korea, and
Oleg Lavrentovich, Kent State University [223,224]. Rather than
nematic hosts they work with smectics and they conﬁne the phase
inside narrow channels microfabricated in a silicon wafer. The
channels are treated with a ﬂuorinated polymer in order to ensure
planar director anchoring along the side walls as well as at the
channel bottom. The channels are open at the top and the air
interface induces strong homeotropic alignment there. The conﬂict
in alignment between the top and bottom forces the smectic phase
to develop a regular array of toric focal conic defects, in each ofwhich
the layers curve around a central defect line. As in the cases dis-
cussed above, colloidal particles introduced to the liquid crystals can
be trapped in these defect lines. In thisway the teamcould distribute
ﬂuorescent particles along hexagonal patterns with very long-range
ﬁdelity solely by liquid crystal self-assembly [223]. The regular
smectic liquid crystal defect array can also be used in general as a soft
lithographic template [225] or as a basis for fabricating super-
hydrophobic surfaces [226]. By varying the cross section geometry of
the micro channels and by replica molding the structures onto
a photopolymerizable precursor material the group recently suc-
ceeded in broadening the concept [227]. They could now create
a variety of defect patterns and in contrast to the initial works, which
required rather special semi-ﬂuorinated mesogens, they can now
work also with the most commonly employed SmA material 8CB.
3.3. Composite materials containing thermotropic liquid crystals as
functional additive
3.3.1. Emulsions of cholesteric droplets for tunable omnidirectional
lasing applications
There is also a strong interest in colloids of the reverse type,
where droplets of liquid crystal are dispersed in an isotropic
continuous phase. The systems in focus range from dispersed nano
droplets of lyotropic liquid crystal for drug or nutrient delivery,
something wewill come back to in Section 3.5, to droplets of short-
pitch cholesteric liquid crystal for lasing applications. In the
following we will describe this development in some detail, also
taking the opportunity to brieﬂy discuss the potential of cholesteric
liquid crystals for lasing in general.
As with any emulsion, long-term stability can only be ensured
by adding an emulsiﬁer (e.g. a surfactant or polymer) to the
continuous phase, that adsorbs at the interface between the liquid
crystal and the surrounding medium. This reduces the interfacial
tension between the two phases and it counteracts coalescence of
the droplets. The typical choice for the continuous phase of an
emulsion is water, with the added emulsiﬁer being either
a surfactant, often of ionic type, e.g. SDS or CTAB (see Fig. 2dee), or
a water soluble polymer such as polyvinylalcohol (PVA) or poly-
vinylpyrrolidone (PVP). In case of liquid crystalline droplets the
choice of emulsiﬁer is quite critical because it will inﬂuence the
alignment of the director at the interface, and thereby throughout
the droplet if it is not too large in diameter. A surfactant adsorbs at
the interface with its non-polar alkyl chain extending radially into
the liquid crystal phase, imposing a radial orientation of the
director. This means that a surfactant-stabilized liquid crystal
droplet will generally have homeotropic alignment. PVA or PVP, on
the other hand, adsorb at the interface in a more or less random coil
conformation, without actually entering the liquid crystal, and this
leaves the liquid crystal with planar alignment, since this is the
most favorable at an interface with a polar phase such as water.
As an alternative to using aqueous solutions of surfactants or
polymers some researchers choose to use silicone oil [228,229] or
glycerol [230,231] as the continuous phase. This cannot give a long-
term stable colloid, as nothing prevents the coalescence of droplets
and as the interfacial tension is still non-negligible (although not as
high as with water) but on a time scale of hours to days such
a system can be sufﬁciently stable for experiments. The beauty of
this approach is the simplicity in preparation. For instance, Humar
andMusevic used simple hand stirring of a cholesteric liquid crystal
in glycerol to prepare an emulsion with droplets of diameter in the
15e50 mm range [230]. They used cholesteric mixtures with
different composition to tune the helical pitch over a large range,
the most interesting having a pitch of 300e400 nm. With such
short-pitch the droplets show selective Bragg reﬂection in the
visible range along the droplet radius. This is attractive because the
helix of a cholesteric or other chiral liquid crystal showing visible
reﬂection can act as a resonant cavity for mirrorless lasing if one
adds a ﬂuorescent dye with emission wavelength tuned to the
reﬂection band of the cholesteric [232e235]. Indeed, by adding
Fig. 16. (a) Schematic of the cholesteric droplets functioning as a medium for mirrorless lasing. (b) Polarizing microscopy image of a short-pitch cholesteric droplet reﬂecting red
light. (c) Lasing from the droplet when pumped with an external pulsed laser source. Adapted with permission (Copyright 2010 Optical Society of America) from reference [230].
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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a small amount of the laser dye 4-dicyanomethylene-2-methyl-6-
(p-dimethylaminostyryl)-4H-pyran (DCM) and pumping the
colloid with a pulsed frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser, lasing was
achieved from the droplets at about 600 nm, cf. Fig. 16. What makes
this demonstration particularly interesting is that the spherical
geometry of the cholesteric droplets leads to omnidirectional
lasing, i.e. the laser light is emitted radially in all three dimensions.
At the same time, the ease in tuning the cholesteric pitch, e.g. by
changing the temperature, allows for some tuning of the lasing
wavelength, although the range is limited by the requirement to
match the emission wavelength of the laser dye.
The preparation procedure is attractive in its simplicity but the
method suffers from lack of long-term stability and it does not offer
very good control of droplet diameter. A fairly large dispersity in the
droplet size is also to be expected. For improved control of the
colloid characteristics it may thus be preferable to use more stan-
dard emulsion preparation techniques, typically dispersing the
liquid crystal in an aqueous continuous phase, stabilizing the
emulsion with added polymer (surfactants would not be useful
here since the radial orientation of the cholesteric helix requires
planar alignment). Still, the stability of such a system may not be
satisfactory, a situation that motivated Landfester and co-workers
in their work on ‘mini emulsions’ of oil phases in water prepared
by ultrasonication to develop a smart trick [236]. They added
a small amount of hexadecane to the non-polar phase, acting as
a “super hydrophobe”. Its very low solubility in the aqueous
continuous phase creates an osmotic pressure directed into the
droplet interior that counteracts the Laplace pressure, which
promotes droplet coalescence. They reported a dramatic improve-
ment of the emulsion stability in this way, and they even tested the
concept successfully on liquid crystal droplets [237]. However, their
study dealt with non-chiral nematic droplets of sub micron diam-
eter. If one wishes to apply their methodology to the case of
cholesteric droplets for lasing, which must be some two orders of
magnitude greater in size, one would thus need to reduce the
quantity of stabilizer in order to match the much smaller surface-
to-volume ratio of the larger droplets. It is also probably advis-
able to use a less intense dispersion method than ultrasonication,
which typically yields very small droplet size. A nice alternative if
the equipment is available is to use a specially designed micro-
ﬂuidic system to produce droplets of controlled size, an approach
that has enabled quite beautiful studies of non-chiral nematic
liquid crystal droplets under varying conditions [238,239].
A general problem with lasing from dye-doped chiral liquid
crystals is the fact that continuous wave (CW) lasing has not yet
been achieved. This may have several causes, the two most prob-
able being heating of the liquid crystal such that its pitch changes
toomuch or even to the extent that a phase transition into isotropic
liquid occurs, and the limited stability of the organic dyes (inor-
ganic dyes generally have too poor solubility in the liquid crystal).
In this respect the droplet-based liquid crystal laser may offer
a solution, provided that they are suspended in a low-viscous
continuous phase that can easily be pumped through narrow
channels. By incorporating the cholesteric droplet colloid in
a microﬂuidic system it should be possible to continuously pump
the colloid past the area exposed by the pumping laser, such that no
single cholesteric droplet is exposed to the CW pumping radiation
longer than it can support. As new droplets continuously enter the
active area of the system a quasi-CW laser output might be
achieved.
The future development of this very new concept of applying
a liquid crystal emulsion will be highly interesting to follow. The
initial results have already attracted much attention in the
photonics community [240], hence there is a strong driving force
for taking the concept to a stage where practical application is
viable. If the remaining obstacles can be overcome, this would
allow a very cheap fabrication of tunable 3D lasers of an entirely
new type.
3.3.2. Liquid crystalline shells
Colloids with liquid crystal droplets can be produced with
relatively simple methods. A recent development made possible by
the introduction of somewhat more advanced equipment, a coaxial
nested capillary microﬂuidic system for preparing multiple emul-
sions with extremely low dispersity [241], is the preparation and
study of colloids where the particles are thin shells of liquid crystal
rather than droplets. Each shell contains a droplet of an isotropic
phase, generally an aqueous surfactant or polymer solution
although glycerol or silicon oil can also be used, and these
‘composite droplets’ are suspended in a continuous phase that can
have the same or different composition as the inner droplet phase.
Most work has been done with aqueous inner and outer phases
since this allows for easy tuning of the director geometry at the
shell’s inner and outer boundaries. As discussed in the previous
subsection, an ionic surfactant yields homeotropic alignment and
a polymer like PVA induces planar alignment.
The work in this new ﬁeld has largely been motivated by
a seminal theoretical paper by David Nelson, published in Nano
Letters in 2002 [242]. He pointed out that a planar-aligned spherical
liquid crystal surface can be extremely interesting as a basis for
advanced colloids. The topology of such a system dictates that the
liquid crystal director ﬁeld must have a total defect strength of
s ¼ þ2 over the surface. We are all aware of this situation from the
orientational ﬁeld spanned by the meridians on the earth, which
come together into two s ¼ þ1 topological defects at the north and
south pole. The same defect arrangement is possible in a planar-
aligned spherical liquid crystal surface, but Nelson pointed out
that this is not the energy minimizing conﬁguration. By splitting
each unit strength defect, or disclination, into two s ¼ þ1/2 defects
the energy is reduced, as the energy density of a defect is propor-
tional to the square of its strength. (See Fig. 7 for an overview of the
most common nematic topological defects.) Moreover, because the
director ﬁeld in the vicinity of a disclination is distorted, with
a consequent elastic energy penalty, the total energy of the
spherical system is minimized when the four half-valued defects
arrange as to minimize the total distortion of the director ﬁeld. This
happens for a tetrahedral conﬁguration of the disclinations.
The reason that this is particularly interesting is that the defects
are high energy points where the liquid crystalline order breaks
down, and if a foreign non-liquid crystalline species is added, its
molecules may be expected to aggregate at the defects. This would
minimize the energy as the foreign species would take up the space
where otherwise mesogens must be, putting them in a non-
favorable disordered isotropic state with higher energy than the
ordered bulk. If the foreign species are incompatible with liquid
crystalline order yet miscible with the liquid crystalline material in
its isotropic state, this would further promote migration of that
species toward the defects. This type of localization of guest
particles or molecules to disordered regions of a liquid crystal host
has been used to create soft solids with unusual properties
[181,182] and it is thought to be the origin of the dramatic polymer
stabilization of liquid crystal blue phases [222], currently strongly
explored as a potential basis for next generation high speed
displays. Recently it was also used for manipulating and translating
polymer molecules within a nematic liquid crystal with localized
reduction of orientational order [243].
Nelson’s conjecturewas that this phenomenon could be used for
anchoring ligand molecules to the topological defects in the
spherical liquid crystal surface, where the external end of the ligand
molecules would have the capacity to bind to other ligands. The
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water soluble ends of the ligand molecules could for instance
comprise complementary single DNA strands. Because the dis-
clinations are arranged on a tetrahedron the ligands would give the
liquid crystal spheres the possibility to bond in the sameway as sp3-
hybridized carbon does, but on a much larger colloidal, rather than
atomic, scale. In this way the shells could self-assemble into
colloidal diamond-like crystals, as illustrated schematically in
Fig. 17, something which is exceptionally difﬁcult to achieve with
regular colloids which typically crystallize in hexagonal close-
packed arrangements. A colloidal crystal with a diamond lattice
structure is extremely interesting for the photonics community, as
this would allow the generation of metamaterials with complete
polarization-independent 3D photonic band gap.
One can imagine a few different ways of achieving the required
planar-aligned liquid crystal surface but so far the only route that
has been pursued is via the microﬂuidics-produced liquid crystal-
line shells. The team around David Weitz, Alberto Fernandez-
Nieves and Teresa Lopez-Leon were the ﬁrst to explore this line
of research and together they have published a series of beautiful
experimental studies of nematic shells [244e247], complemented
by theoretical analyses from other groups [248e250]. It turns out
that the desired tetrahedral conﬁguration is not quite as easy to
achieve in practice as expected, the reason being the extension
within the shell of the s¼ þ1/2 disclination lines. While the energy
density is proportional to the square of the defect strength, the
actual energy is also proportional to the length of the disclination
line. Thus, the liquid crystal typically minimizes the energy by
distorting the shell somewhat, rendering it asymmetric with the
thinnest point at the top or bottom (in case of imperfect density
matching of liquid crystal and inner ﬂuid, which is the usual case),
and bringing all four defects close to this regime. Although this
increases the director ﬁeld distortion in the vicinity of the defects,
there is a total energy gain due to the reduced extension of the
disclination lines within the shell [247].
In an elegant recent study Lopez-Leon and co-workers suc-
ceeded in thinning the shell in a controlled way by expanding the
internal droplet volume through osmotically driven ﬂow from the
continuous phase [245]. Eventually the shell gets so thin that the
shell asymmetry is negligible and then the tetrahedral arrange-
ment of four defects can indeed be stabilized. However, this success
comes at the cost of expanding the shell diameter quite dramati-
cally, a rather substantial problem considering that the target size is
the sub micron range of colloids with attractive optical properties.
In fact, the large size of the shells (they are typically in the range of
about 100 mm) is one of the two key obstacles on the road toward
realizing Nelson’s vision. Even without thinning the shell it is very
difﬁcult to produce shells that are smaller than some 50e60 mm
using the microﬂuidic technique, hence a method to reduce the
shell size by about two orders of magnitude is required. This might
be possible by producing the shells with a large amount of volatile
solvent such as chloroform mixed with the liquid crystal, which
could be evaporated after shell production in order to reduce the
shell size, but carrying out the evaporation without breaking the
shell is a delicate task. It is not unlikely that the microﬂuidic shell
production technique eventually has to be replaced by a different
technique that is speciﬁcally adapted to the task of producing sub
micron shells. The second issue to address is the realization of the
required ligand molecules. To date no group has presented any
efforts on designing and synthesizing these molecules in practice.
While there is probably no fundamental problem preventing their
physical realization, it is a challenge that will certainly require some
dedicated efforts from skilled synthetic teams, and the chemistry
involved is likely to neither be simple nor low cost.
The applied goal of realizing interesting photonic crystal meta-
materials using liquid crystal shells is thus still far ahead, with some
key challenges remaining to be addressed, but the shells that are
currently available are nevertheless extremely attractive as they offer
a fantastic playground for fundamental scientiﬁc research. For
academic research the size range of about 100 mm diameter is quite
perfect and several groups have published beautiful studies of the
textural developments and defect conﬁgurations in the shells. The
above mentioned studies have given us a good understanding of
how the director ﬁeld and the defects arrange in nematic shells of
varying thickness, foremost with planar alignment at both interfaces
to the aqueous phases. A study where the alignment at one interface
was changed between planar and homeotropic while the other one
Fig. 17. Production of liquid crystal shells in a nested capillary microﬂuidic device, together with a cartoon illustrating the postulated self-assembly of ligand-equipped tetravalent
liquid crystal shells into a diamond-like colloidal crystal. Microﬂuidics photograph courtesy of Hsin-Ling Liang.
Fig. 18. Transition from the nematic (a, b) to the SmA phase (c, d) in a planar-aligned shell of 8CB. The shell diameter is about 100 mm. Photographs courtesy of Hsin-Ling Liang, from
reference [251]. Copyright (2011) by the American Physical Society.
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was kept planar gave insight into the dynamics aswell as the physics
prevailing in a nematic shell with hybrid boundary conditions [246].
The ﬁrst studies on smectic shells, and the transition between
nematic and smectic states, were recently presented by Liang et al.
[251,252], and Lopez-Leon et al. [253]. The added complexity of 1D
positional order here gives rise to new defects and textural features
in case of planar-aligned shells, cf. the example in Fig. 18. The frus-
tration of a cross section surface area that diminishes on going from
the shell exterior to the interior, and thus a layer number that should
get smaller in case of a constant director orientation, leads to
buckling instabilities where the director twists from the in- to the
outside, with a consequent increasing undulation of the smectic
layers [251]. In a recent study Liang et al. also studied the
nematicesmectic transition in shells with hybrid boundary condi-
tions, revealing a very rich set of textural features, with beautiful and
intriguing transitory textures arising during the transition [254]. A
strong dependence on shell size and thickness and on the anchoring
strength of the different stabilizers used was also found, providing
several handles for tuning the defect conﬁguration in the shell.
The study of liquid crystalline shells is still very much in its
infancy, with no studies existing yet on a whole range of liquid
crystal phases. The inﬂuence of chirality has for instance not at all
been investigated so far. The future will be exciting for this ﬁeld
whichmay holdmany surprises of fundamental scientiﬁc nature, as
well as true progress on the applied track, eventually leading to
highly attractive novel metamaterials.
3.3.3. Liquid crystal-ﬁlled electrospun micro-/nanoﬁbers
A very new development in liquid crystal research that holds
considerable application potential is the production of textile ﬁbers
functionalized with liquid crystal in the core. With the aim to
fabricate a kind of woven electronic paper, Nakata et al. employed
a modiﬁed melt spinning technique to produce core-sheath poly-
oleﬁn ﬁbers that contained either cholesteric liquid crystal or an
electrophoretic dispersion in the core [255]. In case of short-pitch
cholesteric liquid crystal cores the ﬁbers were reﬂecting in the
visible range and the color could be switched off by applying an
electric ﬁeld. This however required a very high driving voltage of
400 V over the ﬁbers, with outer diameter in the 80e100 mm range.
While not a traditional textile, the weavability of the produced
ﬁbers opens for taking the concept into the direction of smart
textiles.
A different approach to producing liquid crystal-core e polymer
sheath ﬁbers, with considerably smaller diameter, was recently
introduced by Lagerwall and co-workers [256]. Using coaxial elec-
trospinning they could introduce a variety of liquid crystals into the
coreof the spinning jet,where the sheathﬂuidwasa solutionofwater
soluble polymers like polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) or PVA, sometimes
with inorganic sol-gel precursor for producing a composite sheath,
e.g. with a component of TiO2. Electrospinning is a process for spin-
ning polymer ﬁbers that is rapidly gaining in attention across the
international nanoscience and technology and materials science
arena. In contrast to conventional techniques the spinning is not
driven by high pressure but the polymer ﬁber is essentially ‘pulled’
out by a strong electric ﬁeld from a droplet protruding from the
spinneret. The product is a non-woven mat of ﬁbers with diameters
typically in the range from some 100 nm to a few microns. With the
simplest collector geometries the mats consist of randomly criss-
crossing ﬁbers but it is relatively easy to achieve quite uniform
alignment, e.g. by using split electrodes for the collector [257e259].
Part of the beauty of the method is that it requires very simple
equipment that easily ﬁts on an ordinary chemistry or physics lab
bench and it is very dynamic in the sense that the details of the
spinning set-up can easily and quickly be varied, allowing for much
experimentation and rapid testingof new ideas.Wedonot go into the
details behind the electrospinning process here but refer the inter-
ested reader to one of several excellent current review articles on the
topic [260e265] as well as a book chapter speciﬁcally devoted to
liquid crystal electrospinning [266].
The coaxial electrospinning technique is particularly useful for
liquid crystal research and applications as it allows essentially any
ﬂuid to be spun in the ﬁber core, since the strongly non-Newtonian
polymer sheath solution stabilizes the liquid jet and prevents the
Rayleigh instability to break it up into droplets. In principle, any
liquid crystal phase with viscosity low enough to be pumped to the
spinneret can thus be incorporated inside electrospun ﬁbers.
Lagerwall and co-workers demonstrated this so far on regular non-
chiral nematics [256], non-chiral smectic-A [267] as well as short-
pitch chiral nematics [268]. In particular the latter is interesting
from an applicational point of view, since the selective reﬂection of
the liquid crystal is visible through the sheath for sufﬁciently thick
ﬁbers, thus giving the whole mat the color of the liquid crystal,
easily visible by the naked eye. On the other hand, if the mat is
heated above the clearing point of the liquid crystal, this turns into
an isotropic liquid within the ﬁber core, removing the color and
leaving the mat with a white appearance from light scattering off
the polymer sheath, cf. Fig. 19. This simple experiment provided an
important demonstration of the application potential of the
produced liquid crystal-functionalized mats in sensing devices. The
mat was a very basic non-woven textile based temperature sensor,
but the same concept can be developed for instance into gas
sensors [269e272], where the prime advantages would be low cost
and simple production, rapid and sensitive response due to very
large surface-to-volume ratio, direct optical read-out by the naked
eye by untrained users, full autonomy and independence of power
supply, and ease of integration into clothing.
While the coaxial elecrospinning approach is very efﬁcient and
provides good control, one can actually achieve the liquid crystal
core-polymer sheath ﬁbermats using conventional electrospinning
as well. Buyuktanir et al. mixed standard nematic 5CB with poly-
lactic acid using a mixture of chloroform and acetone as common
solvent and spun this using single-ﬂuid electrospinning [273]. As
the solvent evaporated the liquid crystal and polymer phase
separated, luckily with the liquid crystal primarily in the core, thus
contained by the polymer. The simplicity of this approach is very
attractive but the degree of control does not quite reach the levels
Fig. 19. An electrospun non-woven mat of polyvinylpyrrolidone ﬁbers containing
a short-pitch cholesteric liquid crystal mixture in the core. (a) Reﬂection at room
temperature. (b) Transmission at room temperature, showing the complementary red-
brown color to the reﬂected blue color. (c) Reﬂection after heating above the clearing
point. Only the white scattering from the polymer sheath is visible, the color having
disappearedwith thedisappearanceof theordered structure at the cholestericeisotropic
transition. Photographs courtesy of Eva Enz, from reference [268]. Reproduced by
permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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of the coaxial electrospinning technique, hence its slightly higher
degre of complexity can in many cases be clearly worthwhile.
In terms of the produced ﬁbers the distinguishing feature of
electrospinning compared to conventional electrospinning is
primarily the very thin diameter. While it is challenging to reach
ﬁber diameters below several tens of microns with conventional
spinning methods, due to the dye swell as the polymer solution or
melt exits the spinneret, electrospinning frequently yields ﬁbers in
the range of tens of nanometers up to a few microns. This gives the
produced mats very high surface-to-volume ratio, making them
very attractive for instance for sensing applications. It may also be
advantageous in terms of bringing down the voltages required for
switching the liquid crystal, although the stronger surface
anchoring upon reduced inner diameter may raise the threshold
voltage. The electrodes required for applying an electric ﬁeld could
be realized in different ways. Thewhole ﬁbermatmay be laminated
between conductive sheets, realized for instance by coating regular
textile ﬁbers with carbon nanotubes [274,275], or one could add
a third capillary tube to the electrospinning set-up to allow for
tripple ﬂuid coaxial spinning. In this way ﬁbers consisting of an
intermediate phase between a sheath and a central core material
have been realized [276] and if conductive particles such as carbon
nanotubes are added to the inner and outer polymer solutions, at
a concentration above the percolation threshold, a coaxial electrode
geometry would be realized directly in each ﬁber.
The critical challenge for electrospinning if the target is smart
textiles, or wearable technology as it is also called, is the difﬁculty
in producing continuous yarns of the ﬁbers. Electrospinning
generally produces non-woven mats whereas attempts to pick up
the ﬁbers on a spool, individually or spun into a yarn, generally fail.
This makes it impossible to weave or knit fabrics using ﬁbers
produced by electrospinning and the prospects for bringing the
liquid crystal core ﬁbers to true textile garments are thereby seri-
ously limited. What is sometimes referred to as ‘pseudo-woven’
mats can be realized by special techniques providing particularly
good control of alignment, such that ﬁbers can be spun in subse-
quent layers of parallel ﬁbers, where the ﬁber direction of one layer
is perpendicular to that of its neighbor layers [277e279]. This may
yield mats with better mechanical properties than random non-
wovens, although they would have difﬁculties to compete with
woven or knitted textiles.
One approach to incorporate an electrospun non-woven into
a textile fabric is to laminate it between sheets of fabric woven from
traditional textile ﬁbers, an approach that has been used for
incorporating protective ﬁlters made out of electrospun ﬁber mats
into garments [280]. This may be a way forward also for the ﬁber
mats functionalized by liquid crystal. Alternatively one might see
the liquid crystal electrospinning activity primarily as a useful
exploratory phase technique, its versatility being of great value as
long as the questions to be answered deal with the spinnability of
certain phases, their response to the strong cylindrical encapsula-
tion within the ﬁbers (quite strong effects on liquid crystal phase
sequence were found in some of the mats studied so far [256,268]),
the response to changes in the environmental conditions or to
external ﬁelds etc. Once a concept identiﬁed as useful should be
brought to a stage where true textiles can be produced, this could
then be transferred to conventional spinning techniques, a task that
should be feasible provided that the very thin diameter of elec-
trospun ﬁbers is not required. For fabrics the ﬁber diameters are
usually much larger, hence this should generally be acceptable.
3.4. Actuators made from liquid crystal elastomers
The combination of liquid crystals and polymers is at the core
also of another sub ﬁeld of modern liquid crystal research, that has
demonstrated great potential and attracted many players from all
over the world. This is the ﬁeld of liquid crystalline elastomers,
produced by weakly cross-linking reactive mesogens present in
a thermotropic liquid crystal phase, after ensuring a macroscopi-
cally uniform director alignment. The product is a nematic or
smectic side- or main-chain polymer rubber with actuating
capacity. Due to the long-range order of the liquid crystal the
polymer backbone is substantially stretched out in the liquid
crystalline state, but if the system is taken to the isotropic state the
backbone is free to adopt an entropically favored random coil state
instead [281e283]. As a result the whole system shrinks along the
initial director orientation, while it expands in the perpendicular
dimensions. The transition between the liquid crystalline and
isotropic phases can be triggered either by temperature change or
by light irradiation, the latter option made possible by the addition
of photoisomerizable groups such as azobenzene.
The shape change can be quite dramatic and very fast, and the
concept has thus been proposed for use in various types of actuator
devices. Films or ribbons of liquid crystal elastomer were used as
light driven motors [284] or artiﬁcial muscles [285], sheets or disks
can respond to light irradiation by bending along any direction,
chosen by setting the light polarization [286], or turned into
swimmers that move away from a light source [287], and ﬁbers of
liquid crystal elastomer showed ‘heavy’ weight lifting capacity
[288]. When a dye-doped short-pitch chiral nematic was turned
into a rubber it could be used as a laser with emission wavelength
that could be tuned by stretching the rubber [289].
A crucial requirement for achieving efﬁcient actuation from
liquid crystal elastomers is a monodomain sample, i.e. the director
ﬁeld must be uniformly aligned throughout the rubber sample.
Several techniques have been developed to meet this requirement
[290], e.g. starting with a non-polymerized system of reactive
mesogens that can be aligned using conventional liquid crystal
alignment layers prior to cross-linking, or applying a two-stage
cross-linking process with a moment of uniaxial stretching in
between. Recently a few interesting alternative approaches were
added to the toolbox for making liquid crystal elastomer actuators,
including micro- or nanotemplating [291,292] and inkjet printing
[293]. Another highly original recent addition, allowing the
production of quite peculiar liquid crystal elastomer objects, was
introduced by the Zentel group. They pump droplets of a nematic
liquid crystalline phase formed by a reactive mesogenic monomer
through a microﬂudic system at high shear rate, such that the
director ﬁeld within each droplet is well-deﬁned [238,294].
During the ﬂow the droplets e which contain photo initiator and
cross-linker in addition to the reactive mesogens e are exposed to
high-power ultraviolet radiation that ensures a rapid cross-
linking, thus turning the droplets into rubber particles. By heat-
ing or cooling past the nematiceisotropic transition of these
elastomeric particles their shape can be reversibly changed
between spherical and ellipsoidal or between oblate and prolate
ellipsoid.
This very recent addition to the toolbox of liquid crystal elas-
tomers may provide several new openings for exciting research as
well as applications. Although the particles so far are relatively
large, the dispersity is small and the potential to dynamically
switch between different shapes is clearly very attractive for
advanced colloid science. If the particle size can be shrunk to the
range of about a micron we can expect very interesting results in
terms of colloid crystals which can bemade to change symmetry by
means of temperature change or light irradiation. Moreover, it can
be very interesting to disperse the liquid crystal rubber particles in
a non-polymeric liquid crystal host, allowing the dynamic tuning of
by changing the shape of the particle by inducing the liquid crystal-
isotropic phase transition.
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Another compelling recent development along this track is the
combination of the liquid crystal shell concept described above
with liquid crystal elastomers, explored in a joint effort of the
Zentel and Lagerwall teams [295]. By producing the shells with
a reactive monomer nematic, doped with cross-linker and photo
initiator, and irradiating them with UV light during ﬂow, the ﬂuid
shells can be turned into stable shells of rubber, the shape of which
can be changed substantially by taking the system past the
nematiceisotropic transition. By poking a small hole in the shell
with a micropipette this shell demonstrated rapid pumping
capacity and the concept could thus be used for realizing one-piece
micro pumps that could ﬁnd use for instance in microﬂuidics.
3.5. Liquid crystals in biology, biotechnology, food science and
pharmacology
It is no coincidence that the membranes of the cells in our
bodies are in a lyotropic lamellar liquid crystalline state. It provides
just the combination of sturdiness and ﬂexibility that life requires.
A solid phase would have been far too stiff, rigid and impermeable,
whereas an isotropic liquid could not separate the cell from its
surroundings or provide a scaffolding for membrane proteins and
internal compartments for the organelles. It is thus perhaps not
surprising that liquid crystals play a very important role in biology.
What is more surprising is that this role has long been largely
neglected and that it is only recently that such issues as phase
transitions in lipid membranes and the effect of cholesterol on the
lyotropic phase sequence of lipids have become a hot topic.
Furthermore, the connection of biology and liquid crystals is not
limited to cell membranes. It has long been known that DNA forms
liquid crystal phases [296e298], but recently it was even proposed
that this very fact may have had a key role in the earliest devel-
opment of life in the prebiotic era [299e301]. Likewise, present-day
cryo electron microscopy techniques have allowed studies of virus
capsids that reveal that the viral DNA can be stored so compactly in
the capsid because it forms a highly ordered liquid crystalline phase
[302e305]. An interesting observation is that many features found
in living organisms are very reminiscent of liquid crystal textures,
and can often be modeled using descriptions of liquid crystalline
order [306e308].
The interest in liquid crystals in biology and the implications of
liquid crystalline order for biological processes is today increasing
strongly. We end this brief review of groundbreaking activities in
modern liquid crystal science by highlighting a few of the themes in
this ﬁeld. First we will however discuss some related topics, where
liquid crystals are used as biodetectors or as smart cargo carriers for
delayed drug delivery.
3.5.1. Biodetection with liquid crystals
Because a reorientation of the director has such dramatic
consequences on the optical properties of a liquid crystal, and
because the director alignment at an interface is so sensitive to the
chemical and physical environment at the interface, liquid crystals
have great potential for use in sensors. An example that has
attracted strong attention during the last decades is the use of
thermotropic nematics for amplifying biological binding events,
a research ﬁeld that was largely pioneered by the team around
Nicholas Abbott at the University of Wisconsin-Madison
[309e315]. The key idea is to prepare a nematic phase with
a particular alignment, either uniformly planar or homeotropic, at
an interface with an aqueous phase. Depending on the director
alignment the liquid crystal will exhibit a characteristic texture in
polarizing microscopy. The analyte is then added to the aqueous
phase and if a biomolecular binding event like antigeneantibody
recognition takes place at the interface, the liquid crystal will
experience a change in its environment at the interface. As a result
the director may reorient, modifying the optical properties of the
liquid crystal and a distinct change in the polarizing microscopy
texture results. The liquid crystal ampliﬁes the binding event such
that it becomes easily visible on a microscopic scale. The concept is
most often applied to planar liquid crystal samples but also liquid
crystal droplets were successfully used for detecting bacteria and
viruses [309]. While most biodetectors require ﬂuorescent tagging
or labeling of key molecules, this is unnecessary with the liquid
crystal-based detection technique. Thus it is often referred to as
label-free biodetection.
Recently other researchers extended this concept to detect the
presence of single-stranded (ss) DNA using liquid crystals [316,317].
Price and Schwarz [317] prepared a thermotropic nematic at an
interfacewith an aqueous solution of a cationic surfactant, inducing
homeotropic director alignment such that the sample appears dark
in polarizing microscopy. If ssDNA (anionic) is added, electrostatic
complexation between the oppositely charged DNA and surfactant
takes place, changing the liquid crystal alignment and thus the
texture. If then the complementary DNA strand is added the two
strands form a duplex, breaking up the electrostatically complexed
DNA-surfactant structure and thus again changing the nematic
director orientation, and again the optical appearance changes. A
similar approach was followed by Chen and Yang [316] and they
even succeeded in quantitative determination of the DNA concen-
tration based on the liquid crystal realignment.
3.5.2. Drug/nutrient delivery with liquid crystal cubosomes and
hexosomes or liquid crystalline cremes
By replacing the thermotropic cholesteric liquid crystal in the
concept of liquid crystal-containing droplets or colloidal particles
discussed in Section 3.3.1 by a suitable lyotropic phase, and by
bringing the particle size down to the submicron range, systemswith
strong application potential in the ﬁeld of pharmaceutical sciences
and functional foods canbe realized [318e322]. The lyotropicphase is
formed by biocompatible amphiphiles inwater, possibly alsowith an
oil (also biocompatible), and the interest has so far been focused
primarily on cubic or hexagonal phases. The liquid crystal phase is
contained in a thin shell of amphiphilic block co-polymer. These soft
matter nanoparticles, generally prepared via ultrasonication giving
diameters in the 100 nm range, are referred to as cubosomes and
hexosomes, respectively, and they can be heavily loaded with drugs
for oral delivery. Some examples are shown in Fig. 20.
The interest in these rather advanced vessels for drug delivery
has several origins [323,324]. First, because the core of the particle
contains roughly equal amounts of polar and non-polar regimes,
the particles can carry hydrophilic as well as hydrophobic drug
cargo, even both at the same time. With simpler classic liposomes
(also called vesicles, essentially a shell of a lamellar phase
membrane of lipids surrounding an aqueous interior) the cargo can
only be hydrophilic. A second important advantage is that the drugs
are protected in the particle core from chemical or enzymatic
degradation during the passage through the digestive system to the
site of release. Directly related to this is the fact that the release rate
is substantially slower than for simple liposomes due to the more
complex soft solid build up of the core. A conventional liposome
releases its target immediately once the lipid membrane has been
broken through. The slow release and high capacity for hydro-
phobic load make these liquid crystalline colloidal particles
particularly interesting for cancer treatment, as the cytotoxicity of
(frequently hydrophobic) cancer drugs may be enhanced.
What is so far primarily discussed in this ﬁeld in terms of drug
delivery can in general easily be translated to nutrient delivery via
smart foods incorporating food-grade liquid crystals. Apart from
the advantages already listed, lyotropic liquid crystal phases may
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also be useful in foods by controlling the texture, viscosity etc. This
concept is currently being explored by several major companies
active in the technical foods sector.
While this ﬁeld is fascinating and holds promise, being the basis
even for a few companies active in the ﬁeld, there are some key
challenges to address. Primarily they regard robustness and storage
stability of the colloidal particles and the scalability issue. When
transitioning to a commercial product the production methods
employed in a lab are generally not applicable. The cost is another
important issue. Encapsulating drugs or nutrients inside colloidal
liquid crystalline particles is a rather expensive venture and there
must be a substantial gain in efﬁciency to motivate such a differ-
ence. So far, the experimental evidence of added value is not
sufﬁciently convincing. The requirements on biocompatibility/
food-grade materials are also quite restrictive and rule out many
options that work well during in-vitro lab experiments for creating
stable colloidal particles with desired properties. But perhaps the
greatest challenge is the immense complexity of the human body. A
myriad of biophysicochemical parameters must be optimized in
parallel and the pathway from the mouth to the target site in the
body is so complex and involves so many stages with drastically
varying environments that it is extremely difﬁcult to ﬁnd a drug
delivery vessel design that withstands the journey.
A slightly less technically advanced way of employing liquid
crystals in drug delivery is in topical or other direct application
[325,326]. The high viscosity of the liquid crystal phase aids in
localization of drugs e.g. at the skin or subcutaneously (under the
skin), intramuscularly, or in body cavities such as the mouth.
Moreover, transitions between different liquid crystalline phases
induced by temperature or concentration change allow dynamic
tuning of properties like consistency, shape stability etc. to the
requirements of each stage. For example, skin cream can be in
a cubic/hexagonal phase at room temperature but melt to lamellar
by heating from rubbing, allowing quick and simple administration
but reduced stickiness and smeariness afterward as the higher
ordered phase is again formed upon cooling. This strategy holds
importance also in cosmetics. Another smart example is where
a low-viscous solution containing almost no water turns into
a viscous liquid crystalline phase when mixed with water at the
target location, which in this case would typically be the mouth. In
this way the drug can be handled and applied very easily, yet it
stays in place once administered.
3.5.3. Lipidomics and the liquid crystal phases of cell membranes
As mentioned above the La lamellar liquid crystalline phase is
the natural state of our cell membranes. In recent years it has
become increasingly clear, however, that one actually needs to
distinguish two subclasses of this phase. To this end the concepts
liquid-ordered (lo) and liquid-disordered (ld) states were recently
introduced [327e331]. The term “liquid” here refers to the lack of
long-range positional order (and thus lack of a lattice) of the lipids
within the bilayer plane and a high speed of lateral diffusion, in
contrast to the gel phases like L0b which in this terminology are
considered as “solid” (they do have positional order within the
membrane and lateral diffusion is very slow).
The additions “ordered” or “disordered” refer to the state of the
acyl chains. The classic La picture ﬁts the ld phase best because there
are many gauche conformers among the chains and they are very
ﬂexible and dynamic. The chains are considered molten, in
a random conformation. In the end of the 1980’s it was realized,
however, that a state can develop where the chains are mainly
(albeit not solely) in all-trans conformation, yet without developing
the in-plane positional order of the gel phases. Such a state can be
described as “liquid” as well as “ordered” and it is thus the lo state.
Its appearance is promoted by the presence of cholesterol, the stiff
and largely hydrophobic structure of which prefers to be sur-
rounded by ordered alkyl chains and thus enhances the chain
ordering. At the same time its bulky shape ruins long-range in-
plane positional order of the lipids and it thus promotes a “liquid”
state over a “gel” state. The consequent frustration is thought to be
the origin of the lo phase.
It is not clear if the lo phase can exist macroscopically. It is
typically found as microscopic domains suspended in a sea of ld
phase in model membranes. The phases thus coexist laterally as
a result of phase separation. This situation has given the lo domains
the name ‘lipid rafts’. A deeper analysis has revealed them as
dynamic ﬂuctuating nanoscale regimes enriched in sphingolipids,
cholesterol and transmembrane proteins. The surrounding ld ‘sea’ is
instead enriched in ordinary glycerophospholipids. One cannot
draw the conclusion that the lo and ld states necessarily occur in live
Fig. 20. Cryo-TEM images of soft nanoparticles containing reversed bicontinuous (aed), sponge (eef) and reversed hexagonal (geh) lyotropic liquid crystal phases. Reprinted with
permission from reference [320]. Copyright (2005) American Chemical Society.
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cell membranes, since living systems are far from equilibrium.
Nevertheless, the lipid raft paradigm with local increases in
sphingolipid and cholesterol content has now been generally
accepted, also for membranes of living cells. The tendency of this
lipid composition to promote increased chain order certainly plays
a role in the process, most likely in providing connectivity, which is
then furthermodulated by the speciﬁcity of themembrane proteins
as well as their antibodies [330].
The investigation of lipid rafts and lo -ld phase coexistence, and
the consequences for cell signaling and trafﬁcking, is a very active
research area that forms an important component of the emerging
ﬁeld of ‘lipidomics’. We can expect very interesting results in the
future and as the (still relatively new) liquid-ordered phase
becomes better understood this will certainly be a good subject for
study from a classic liquid crystal physics point of view. At present,
the research is conducted primarily following a biophysical
chemistry approach, hence the input from researchers with strong
liquid crystal background may provide new and interesting inter-
disciplinary lines of research. Encouraging examples are given by
the work of the Hirst group, USA [331e333], focusing strongly on
photo-induced phase separation effects in lipid membranes and
tubules, and of the Lee group, Korea, who use surface topography to
inﬂuence and even pattern lipid rafts [334].
4. Conclusions and outlook
We hope that this brief review of the exciting activities in the
broad ﬁeld of liquid crystal research detached from display appli-
cations will have inspired the reader as much as the authors are
inspired by the research discussed. Several new routes have been
initiated during the last few years and some may develop into
highly successful research ﬁelds and possibly applications, whereas
others may turn out not to be so proliﬁc. In most of the ﬁelds dis-
cussed we are still at a relatively early explorative stage, and we
have to wait a few years to assess the potential of each theme. In
any case, this is a very exciting development, outlining a bright and
rich future for the open-minded liquid crystal scientist or other soft
matter nano-/microtechnology researcher with an interest in liquid
crystals.
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